
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of gas
specialist. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for gas specialist

Assess the technical and commercial merits of projects, the quality of
potential investee management and technical teams, to assist in the early
stage screening and detailed due diligence of investment proposals
Acts as a resource for other sales representatives in developing and
maintaining bulk gas product sales within their customer base by assisting
them with customer sales calls and providing product and industry training,
making appropriate recommendations and presentations
Provide technical writing and editing support for proposals and marketing
materials
Ensure the cost effective and efficient performance of all engines, pumps and
associated equipment at compressor stations, pipelines, and process plants
Diagnose and repair engines, turbines, pumps, seals, valves and instruments
Install, repair, service and maintain valves, pipe, pipeline appurtenances,
corrosion control protection systems, measurement equipment and storage
well equipment
Responsible for the general upkeep and maintenance of all facilities and
equipment, including pipeline right-of-way, and gather or storage areas,
including but not limited to excavating, repairing, coating and backfilling
pipelines, concrete work, painting, building erection, weed control
Maintain, adjust, make minor repairs, and operate equipment (e.g., industrial
wheeled tractors, water pumps, air compressors, expanders, coolers, test
equipment, vehicles
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Engage with internal business partners and other stakeholders on a daily
basis to ensure a complete and thorough understanding of their needs

Qualifications for gas specialist

Experience with paperwork/documentation (e.g., organizing, filing,
submitting)
5 years minimum experience in operations management/ commodity
management/supply chain/procurement with increasing levels of
responsibility
Demonstrated ability to develop and execute strategies for complex Non-
Product commodities
Strong mechanical aptitude with experience in heavy maintenance related to
engine/compressor units
Ability to troubleshoot and maintain natural gas plant equipment, pumps,
exchangers, compressors, and related auxiliary equipment
Ability to operate forklifts and light industrial equipment


